Abstract. A simple ALGOL-like language is defined which includes conditional, while, and procedure call statements as well as blocks. A formal interpretive semantics and a Hoare style axiom system are given for the language. The axiom system is proved to be sound, and in a certain sense complete, relative to the interpretive semantics. The main new results are the completeness theorem, and a careful treatment of the procedure call rules for procedures with global variables in their declarations.
1. Introduction. The axiomatic approach to program verification along the lines formulated by C. A. R. Hoare (see, for example, [6] and [7] ) has received a great deal of attention in the last few years. My purpose here is to pick a simple 'programming language with a few basic features, give a Hoare style axiom system for the language, and then give a clean and careful justification for both the soundness and adequacy (i.e., completeness) of the axiom system. The justification is done by introducing an interpretive semantics for the language, rather like that in [ 10] and [8] . These two papers also have outlined soundness arguments for axiom systems, but for somewhat different language features, axioms, and interpretive models. The completeness claim and argument presented here is new (although completeness and incompleteness proofs inspired by an earlier version of this paper [2] appear in [3] , [11] , [12] , [13] , and [14] ). I have tried to choose the axioms and rules of the formal system to be as simple as possible, subject to the constraints that they be sound, complete, and in the style and spirit of Hoare's rules. Donahue [4] presented a soundness argument for a similar axiom system, but soundness was proved in terms of mathematical semantics in the style of Dana Scott. This led to a rather different argument than that presented here.
Most of the complication in the present paper comes from handling procedure statements. The rules for procedure call statements often (in fact usually) have technical bugs when stated in the literature, and the rules stated in earlier versions of the present paper are not exceptions. In the process of trying to prove the soundness of these rules, I uncovered some of the bugs, and this led me to believe a careful and detailed proof of soundness is necessary to have any confidence that there are no further bugs. I have allowed procedure declarations to have global variables (subject to some restrictions) and this has added to the complications of the rules and their justifications.
In addition to procedure statements, the programming language used allows assignment, conditional, while, compound, and block statements, but disallows input/output statements, jumps, functions, and data structures. occur globally in any procedure declaration for another procedure which could be activated by executing K. Also note the restriction on procedure calls stated below.
To avoid confusion over associating procedure names with procedure bodies, we require that no procedure name can be declared more than once in any program. In general we shall assume that some fixed procedure declaration is associated with each procedure p.
We shall assume in this paper that no procedure is recursive. That is, there is no chain of procedure names p, , p such that p p,,, and the procedure body for p contains a call to p+l, 1 -< < n. b) Variable The rules of our system are a little awkward in handling procedure declarations. This is not a real issue for our particular programming language, since we do not allow a given procedure name to have more than one declaration in a given program. If more than one such declaration were allowed (as in ALGOL 60), some device would have to be introduced in the rules to keep track of which declaration applied to a given procedure call statement. One possibility suggested in Gorelick [5] ' . Note that A A', because x is not free in A. We claim (s, 6[) is matched to (s, 6') relative to ', where 6 and 6' are the variable assignments determined from 1 and 6, respectively, in the first clause in the definition of Comp. The claim is staightforward to verify, using in particular condition d) from the definition of "(s a, 6a) is matched to (s, ) relative to ," to verify condition a). From the claim and the easily verified fact that the induction hypothesis applies to A' ben D*; A * end we can conclude (s , 6 ) is matched to (s', 6') relative to '. From this we can conclude (s', 6) is matched to (s', 6) relative to , where we must also use the fact that (s l, 6) is matched to (s, 6) relative to and the contents of the register 6a(x) (respectively 6(x)) remains unchanged during the computation of A under 61 and s (respectively A under 6 and s). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Using Lemmas 2 and 3 it is easy to complete the proof of the validity of the parameter substitution rule. We assume equations (1) to (6) hold, and select (sa, 6) to match (s, 6) relative to . By Lemma 2 and our assumption (3) that P(s, 6) is true, it follows that P(s1, ) is true. If we set (7) s Out(call p(Y' '), sa, 61, ), On the other hand, one has a feeling that the axioms and rules 1)-11) (or small modifications of 1)-11)) are complete in some sense, and the incompleteness is probably due to the incompleteness of the system @. But there is another way in which the system can fail to be complete, and that it is if the assertion language 2 is not powerful enough to express invariants for the loops.
Let us fix the language 1, 2 and the interpretation # with domain . Suppose P2 and A is a statement of Alia1, '2] , and $ =(21,""" ,Xn) is a list of all variables occurring either free in P or in the free set of A. Then we say the post relation corresponding to P and A is the relation Q(Xl,'", x,) on 
